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Map of sinnoh victory road

About us | Contact Us | Link to us | News Archive | Site Map by Bulbapedia, the community-run Pokémon Encyclopedia. Victory Road ピ Champion Road Wild Missingno. Appeared! Map description: Trainers who come here after a long and exhausting journey to become the best. DPTrainers who want to come here after a long and strenuous journey.
PtVictory Road is the last and toughest of the Pokémon League challenges. Location: Pokémon League Region: Sinnoh Generations: IV Location of Victory Road in Sinnoh. Pokémon World Locations Victory Road (Japanese: ピ Champion Road) is the last trip you have to make before you can face Sinnoh's Elite Four. Like the other victory roads of previous
generations, there are three levels. To get through the cave, surf, strength, rockfall, waterfall and rock climbing are required. After defeating the Elite Four and the player has become a champion and has the National Pokédex, a previously blocked path will be open that leads to Route 224. Along the way, a young woman named Marley will need the player's
help to get through a misty area of the cave. Geography Outside There is a Pokémon Center at the front entrance of the cave. At the rear is the Pokémon League, and to the east is Route 224. Interior Victory Road is a large, multi-storey cave that requires the use of several HM moves to be fully explored. There are also several strong trainers in Victory
Street who are testing the potential challengers before the Pokémon League. Unlike other Victory Roads, this one has a side cave that cannot be explored when the player walks through the cave for the first time and becomes accessible only during the game. Marley When Marley enters the east side of Victory Road for the first time after defeating the Elite
Four, Marley will offer to travel with the player through the rest of the cave and take part in double fights with her arcane. Like all Stat trainers, she will fully heal all of the player's Pokémon after each battle. Article 1F 2F B1F 1F Back 2 (according to National Pokédex) In addition to the HMs listed below, Rock Climb is required to reach this area. Pokémon 1F
2F B1F 1F Back 2 (according to National Pokédex) These Pokémon (except Swarm, Poké Radar and Dual Slot Pokémon) are confronted in double battles when the player is with Marley. 1F Back 1 and 3 (according to National Pokédex) Trainer Note: The trainers listed below can be fought in either single or double battle mode, optionally with Marley as
partner. Pokémon Platinum After receiving the National Pokédex Note: The trainers listed below can be fought in either single or double battle mode optional with Marley as partner. Layout B1F-2F Version B1F 1F 2F Diamond Pearl Platinum 1F Back Version 1F Back 1 1F Back 2 1F Back 3 Diamond Diamond Platinum Trivia When she picks up the leftovers,
the game will be called Obtained the Leftovers, rather than getting an over-legged. This is similar to the greater grammatical attention paid when buying or selling multiples of items with non-standard plurals, such as the DeepSeaTooth, which is properly rendered as DeepSeaTeeth when more than one is sold. In Pokémon Platinum, Black Belt Eddie, which is
found in the post-national Pokédex area, will say Done in after he was defeated, with improper distance, making it look like random letters. Eddie also refers to training in a dojo in Kanto. Once defeated, Ace trainer Omar says: One day people will run to the other side of the road when I pass 'em'. This could be a nod to Omar Little from the series The Wire,
where people often run away when they see him running in the street. In Pokémon Diamond and Pearl, the entrance to the cave was just a tile wide; This has been increased to five in Pokémon Platinum with a small Poké Ball Carving overhead and stairs down. In Pokémon Platinum, veteran Brendens knows Hippowdon Dig, although Hippowdon couldn't
learn the move to Pokémon HeartGold and SoulSilver. This is the only victory road where the player can never have a rival fight. In other languages Share Victory Road ピ Wild Missingno. Appeared! Map description: Trainers who come here after a long and exhausting journey to become the best. DPTrainers who want to come here after a long and
strenuous journey. PtVictory Road is the last and toughest of the Pokémon League challenges. Location: Pokémon League Region: Sinnoh Generations: IV File:Sinnoh Pokémon League Map.png.pngLocation of Victory Road in Sinnoh. Pokémon World Locations Victory Road (Japanese: ピ Champion Road) is the last trip you have to make before you can
face Sinnoh's Elite Four. Like the other victory roads of previous generations, there are three levels. To get through the cave, surf, strength, rockfall, waterfall and rock climbing are required. After defeating the Elite Four and the player has become a champion and has the National Pokédex, a previously blocked path will be open that leads to Route 224. Along
the way, a young woman named Marley will need the player's help to get through a misty area of the cave. Geography Outside There is a Pokémon Center at the front entrance of the cave. At the rear is the Pokémon League, and to the east is Route 224. Interior Victory Road is a large, multi-storey cave that requires the use of several HM moves to be fully
explored. There are also several strong trainers in the Victory Road, which potential challengers before the Pokémon League. Unlike other Victory Roads, this Cave that cannot be explored when the player walks through the cave for the first time, only accessible during the postgame. Marley When Marley enters the east side of Victory Road for the first time
after defeating the Elite Four, Marley will offer to travel with the player through the rest of the cave and take part in double fights with her arcane. Like all Stat trainers, she will fully heal all of the player's Pokémon after each battle. Article 1F 2F B1F 1F Back 2 (according to National Pokédex) In addition to the HMs listed below, Rock Climb is required to reach
this area. Pokémon 1F 2F B1F 1F Back 2 (according to National Pokédex) These Pokémon (except Swarm, Poké Radar and Dual Slot Pokémon) are confronted in double battles when the player is with Marley. 1F Back 1 and 3 (according to National Pokédex) Trainer Diamond and Pearl After receiving the National Pokédex Note: Trainers listed below can
be fought in either single or double battle mode, optionally with Marley as partner. Platinum After receiving the National Pokédex Note: The trainers listed below can be fought in either single or double battle mode, optionally with Marley as partner. Layout B1F-2F 1F Back Trivia If you pick up the flashes, the game will be called Obtained the Leftovers instead
of getting an overbone. This is similar to the greater grammatical attention paid when buying or selling multiples of items with non-standard plurals, such as the DeepSeaTooth, which is properly rendered as DeepSeaTeeth when more than one is sold. In Platinum, Black Belt Eddie, which is found in the post-national Pokédex area, will say Done in after he
was defeated, with improper distance, making it look like random letters. Eddie also refers to training in a dojo in Kanto. Once defeated, Ace trainer Omar says: One day people will run to the other side of the road when I pass 'em'. This could be a nod to Little Omar Little from the series Wire The Wire, where people often run away when they see him running
in the street. In diamond and pearl, the entrance to the cave was only a tile wide; This was increased to five in platinum with a small Poké Ball carving overhead and stairs down. In Pokémon Platinum, veteran Brendens knows Hippowdon Dig, although Hippowdon couldn't learn the move to HeartGold and SoulSilver. This is the only victory road where the
player can never have a rival fight. In other languages de:Siegesstraße (Sinnoh) es:Calle Victoria (Sinnoh) fr:Route Victoire (Sinnoh) it:Via Vittoria (Sinnoh) in: Artikel stubs, Sinnoh Locations, Caves, Game Locations Share Article stubs Sinnoh locations Caves Game locations Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise otherwise This
is the Pokémon Location Guide for Victory Road in Sinnoh. Choose which generation of games you play to see the Pokémon and capture methods. Hiking in the grass or a cave Generation 4 - 2F Walking Walking in the grass or a cave Generation 4 - B1F Walking Walking in the grass or a cave Surfing on the water Super Rod Fishing with the Super Rod
Good Rod Fishing with the Good Rod Old Rod Fishing with the Old Rod Generation 4 - Nat Dex Area Walking in Grass or a Cave Generation 4 - Nat Dex Area Hiking in the Grass or A Cave Surfing on the Water Super Rod Fishing with the Super Rod Good Rod Fishing with the Good Rod Old Rod Fishing with the Old Rod Generation 4 - Nat Dex Exit Area
Walking in Grass or a Cave From Pokémon Revolution Online Wiki Jump to navigation Jump to search Sinnoh Victory Road is a Sinnoh cave that splits Pokemon League Sinnoh in two. The cave is certainly one of the largest in the whole game, making it very easy to get lost. However, in order to get from one end to the other of Pokemon League Sinnoh, it is
not necessary to leave the 1st floor, although Rock Smash will be required. 2F and B1F are simply additional rooms. There are three areas called Low, the entrance is in the northeast of the 1st floor. These areas are blocked until the player completes the Sinnoh Elite Four. These areas lead to the end of Route 224. Wild Pokémon Sinnoh Victory Road 1F
Sinnoh Victory Road 2F Sinnoh Victory Road B1F Land Sinnoh Victory Road B1F Deep Entrance Sinnoh Victory Road B1F Deep Land Sinnoh Victory Road B1F Deep Exit Items ItemQuantityCooldownLocation Razor Claw 1 Not Reversible In the Southeast Corner of 1F. Ultra Ball 3 Not Reversible In the Northwest Corner of 1F. , in front of trainer Alex in 1F.
Max Potion 2 Not reversible WholeAmoben at the end of the southeast path in 2F. Requires Rock Smash. Zinc 1 Not Respawnbar In the Southwest Corner of 2F. Requires Rock Smash. Max Repulsion 1 Unrecoverable Hidden Element. On the wall block next to the rock smashing rocks in the southeast corner, northeast of Psychic Bryce in 2F. Required Rock
Smash. Rare Candy 1 Non-Removable Hidden Item. On the rock a tile north of the northernmost rock smash rocks in the Southeast Way of 2F. Requires Rock Smash. Max Elixir 1 Not respawnbar About the water of Fakuman, in the middle of B1F. Pearl 1 Non-removable hidden item. From the southwesternmost ladder, on the westernmost accessible little
rock, before descending the stairs in B1F. Calcium 1 Non-removable hidden element. On the small rock Black Belt, Velskulz walks near the north-west staircase of the B1F. Full Restore 1 Not re-spawnable the northwest corner of B1F Deep. Requires Rock Smash. Ether 2 Not reusable In the middle of the northern water at the end of the Path in B1F Deep.
HP Up 1 Not Respawnbar In the western corner of the rock labyrinth in the middle of B1F Deep. Big Pearl 1 Non-removable hidden items. After entering the labyrinth part from the south, follow the path to the north, west, north, east, then go south a tile, on the rock to the east in B1F Deep. Suggested by Mrs. Cherry. Remains 1 Non-removable hidden item.
After entering the labyrinth section from the center, follow the path north,west a tile, north, west, south, west, north, north, north, on the rock to the north in B1F Deep. NPC Battlables Sinnoh Victory Road 1F Sinnoh Victory Road 2F Sinnoh Victory Road B1F Sinnoh Victory Road B1F Deep Deep
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